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In 1905, Burnside [l] proved that a complex linear group G of degree n 
and of finite exponent e is finite. Burnside’s proof yields the upper bound 
1 G 1 < ens (see the recent books of Dixon [3, Theorem 2.91 or Wehrfritz 
[7, Corollary 1.231). 
Consider the following: 
HYPOTHESIS A. Let G be a subgroup of the group of nonsingular linear 
transformations, GL(n, F), of a vector space M of dimension n over a $eld F of 
characteristic q, where q is a prime or is zero. Then M is an FG-module. Suppose 
that G has finite exponent e, that is, e is finite and e is the smallest positive 
integer such that x e = 1 for all x in G. 
In Dixon’s book ([3, Theorem 2.9]), it is shown, under Hypothesis A, 
that the order of G (or if q is nonzero and q divides e, the order of G/N, 
where N is a normal nilpotent q-subgroup of G) is bounded by en3. We obtain 
in Theorem 1 an improvement of this bound. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Hypothesis A is true. Then 
(a) if q = 0, or if q is nonzero and q does not divide e, then G is finite 
andIG] <en; 
(b) if q is nonzero and q divides e then G has a normal nilpotent q- 
subgroup N such that G/N is$nite, and 
I G IQ, < 4, , 
where 1 G IQ, is the q’-part of / G : N 1 and e,’ is the q’-part of e. In particular, 
if G is$nite, then 
IGI <e?IGI, 
where 1 G In is the order of the Sylow q-subgroup of G. 
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Theorem 1 is obtained as a corollary of Theorem 2 which is a result about 
p-groups. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that Hypothesis A is true, and in addition assume 
that e is a power of a prime p, where p # q. Then 
Remarks. These results are the best possible in a number of cases. First, 
for any positive integers e, n, the direct product of n copies of a cyclic group 
of order e can be embedded isomorphically into the set of diagonal n x n 
matrices over any field containing eth roots of unity. Thus no improvement 
is possible for abelian groups. 
Next, for any positive integer e, and for n equal to a prime p dividing e, 
the wreath product of a cyclic group of order e and a cyclic group of order p 
contains a subgroup of index p and hence of order ep, which is nonabelian, 
has exponent e, and which has a faithful irreducible representation of degree p 
over any field of characteristic zero or characteristic not dividing e, containing 
eth roots of unity. Thus, by taking appropriate direct products of these non- 
abelian groups and of cyclic groups, we can construct nonabelian groups of 
exponent e, order e, with a faithful (say complex) representation of degree n 
for any n greater than or equal to the smallest prime dividing e. However no 
examples are known of irreducible linear p-groups ( p a prime) of exponent e, 
of degree n 3 p2 over a field of characteristic q # p, and of order en, and we 
expect that better bounds can be found for the orders of such groups. It has 
been shown by L. G. Kovacs that for e = pr and n = pa > p there is an 
example of order 
P 
(f-lM+d+(P+~--P) 
We would like to thank Laci Kovics and Tom Berger for their helpful 
suggestions. 
1. DERIVATION OF THEOREM 1 FROM THEOREM 2 
Assume that Theorem 2 is true and that Hypothesis A holds. If(i) q is zero 
or q does not divide e, then G is finite, while if (ii) q divides e, then there is 
a normal nilpotent q-subgroup N of G such that G/N is finite, (see [3, 
Theorem 2.91). Let p be any prime dividing e, p # q, let e, be the p-part of 
e, and let G, be a Sylowp-subgroup of G. Then by Theorem 2, / G, 1 < es%. 
In case (i), since e is the product n ez, and since 1 G ) is the product n 1 G, /, 
where p ranges over all primes p dividing e, it follows that 
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Similarly in case (ii), 
IGI *’ <e?. 
Thus Theorem 1 is true. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Assume that Hypothesis A is true and that e is a power of a prime p, 
where p # p. Then G is finite by Theorem 2.9 of [3]. Clearly we may assume 
that the field F is algebraically closed. We shall prove Theorem 2 by induction 
on n. If n = 1 then the representation is clearly irreducible, so by [4, 3.2.21, 
the center Z(G) of G is cyclic. Moreover the derived group G’ lies in the 
kernel of the representation, and since the representation is faithful it follows 
that G’ = 1. Thus G is abelian and so G = Z(G) is cyclic. Hence ] G j = e. 
So we shall assume that n > 1 and that the result is true for degrees less 
than n. 
LEMMA 2.1. Theorem 2 is true if M is a reducible FG-module. 
Proof. As M is completely reducible by Maschke’s theorem [4, 3.3.1]), 
if M is not irreducible we may write M = n/r, @ Mz, where Mi is a G- 
invariant subspace of M, that is an FG-module, of dimension ni > 1 for 
i = 1, 2, where n, + n2 = n. Then, if Ki is the kernel of the module action 
of G on Mi , it follows from induction that 1 G : Ki j ,( eni, for i = 1, 2. 
Since KI n Kz fixes each element of M = MI @ Mz, and since M is a 
faithful FG-module it follows that KI n K2 is trivial. Hence, 1 G 1 < 
IG:K,/./G:K,I <enltnz=en.Th is completes the proof of the lemma. 
Thus we shall assume that M is an irreducible FG-module. Then clearly 
G is nonabelian since M is faithful and since n > 1. We remark here that n is 
a power of p since n divides 1 G 1. The following lemma is a consequence of a 
result of Blichfelt [2, 50.71. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Blichfelt). There is a subgroup H of G of index p in G and an 
irreducible FH-submodule N of M such that NC = M. 
Proof. Since G is nonabelian we may choose an element g in G but not in 
the center 2 of G, and such that gZ lies in the center of G/Z. Then (g, Z) is 
an abelian normal subgroup of G not contained in Z. It follows from [2, 50.71 
that there is a subgroup L of G and an FL-submodule U of M such that UG = 
M. Now let H be a (proper) maximal subgroup of G containing L; then 
1 G : H 1 : p, H is normal in G, and the FH-module N = lJH of M is 
irreducible and is such that NC = M, [5, V16.51). 
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By Clifford’s theorem [5, V17.31, the restriction ME = CgEG Ng and each 
Ng is an FH-submodule of M. It is easy to check that for g, g’ in G, the 
modules Ng and Ng’ are equal if and only, if the cosets Hg and Hg’ are equal. 
Hence .O :-= {Ng j g E G} is a set of p FH-submodules of M which is permuted 
by G by right multiplication, and the kernel of this permutation action is H. 
T\iow let Ni = N, N, ,..., N, be the distinct modules in Q, and let Ki be 
the kernel of the module action of H on Ni for i = I,..., p. Then since M is 
a faithful FG-module so also is Mu = Cl(i6D N, a faithful FH-module, and 
therefore niG.is, Ki = 1. Hence H is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
nicisp (H/I(i). By induction, since the Ni all have dimension n/p, we have 
/ H : K, 1 ,< (exp H/Ki)%lP, where exp H/Ki is the exponent of H/K,, for 
i = l,..., p. Thus / G / = p / H 1 satisfies 1 G 1 < en, unless G satisfies 
HYPOTHESIS B. / G ] = e?lp, 1 H / = en, and for each i = l,..., p, the 
group H/Ki has exponent e and order en/p. 
Under these assumptions we can prove 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that Hypothesis B is true, and let Hi = flj+i Kj for 
i = l,...,p. Then H = n,gi<, Hi and each Hi has exponent e and order en/p. 
Moreover, all. the Hi are isomorphic and G permutes the set {HI ,..., H,} by 
conjugation. This permutation action is equivalent to the action of G on Q = 
(4 ,..., NJ; namely for all g in G and integers i, j E {l,..., p}, the module 
Nig = NiifandonlyifH~ = Hj. 
Proof. Clearly Hi is normal in H and since n1Cr49 K, = 1, it is easy to 
check that the group (H, / 1 < i < p) is the direct product H* = nI~(Cp Hi. 
It remains to show that H* = H. By Poincare’s inequality (see [6, 1.7.9]), 
IH:HiI~~,fi~H:K,IandbyHypothesisBIHil3lH~/(~j~ijH:Kj/) 
.-=- en/p for i = l,..., p. It follows that 1 H* j = nIcig, 1 Hi / 3 en = / H 1, 
and since H* is a subgroup of H we conclude that H* = Hand I Hi 1 = en/p. 
Further, Hi s H,/(H, n Ki) z HiKi/Ki, and HiKiIKi = H/K, since they 
have the same order. Hence the group Hi has exponent e. 
Finally we show that G permutes the set {HI ,..., H,} in the same way as 
it permutes Q. Let g E G and consider H,Y for some fixed i. Now H,Q acts 
on the module N,g as follows: if A E H, then N,g(hg) = N,hg. Thus His acts 
trivially on Nig if and only if H, acts trivially on N, , and so Hig acts trivially 
on Njg for all j # i. Therefore, if Nig = Nk, then His < njfk Ki = Hk , 
and so H,g = Hk . It follows from this argument that the permutation actions 
of G on {HI ,..., H,} and on Q are equivalent and the lemma is proved. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we prove the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a group with a normal subgroup H of index p in G, 
which is the direct product of p isomorplzic groups HI ,..., H, . Assume that G 
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permutes the set Z = (HI ,..., H,} by conjugation as a cyclic group of order p. 
Then if H has exponent e, the group G has exponent ep. 
Proof. Since G/H has exponent p, clearly G has exponent dividing ep. 
We shall produce an element of G with order ep. Choose an element g of G 
not in H such that G acts on .Z as a p-cycle. By renumbering if necessary we 
may assume that g induces the permutation (1 2 ... p) on the subscripts of 
the Hi . Now choose an element h in H such that h(i) = 1 if i = 2,..., p, and 
h(l) = f(l), for some f(l) in HI . Then for 1 < j < p, g-jhgi lies in H and 
g-ihgj(i) = 1 if i # j, g-jhgi( j) = f (i) wherefo) is an element of Hj conjugate 
tofo) in G. It follows that (gh)p = gnh*, where g” E H, h* E H and h*(j) = 
f(j) for j = l,...,p. Now let x be an element of HI of order e and choose 
f(l) = (g”(l)))lx. Then (gh)“(l) = x, and it follows that (gh)” has order at 
least e, and so gh has order at least ep. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We remarked above that Theorem 2 is true unless Hypothesis B holds. 
However if Hypothesis B is true it follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 that G 
has exponent ep, a contradiction. Hence Theorem 2 is proved. 
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